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 We have made a revision to the
way the RCMW Index Page works.  It will
make it much easier to browse each issue
of the magazine.

 We are assuming you are using the
Adobe Acrobat Reader or a browser that
works like the Acrobat Reader.

We can provide the FREE Reader soft-
ware if you wish, Just Click on this link
CLICK HERE FOR ACROBAT READER

 On the left side of the issue you
will see several icons.  Click on the
Bookmark icon as shown below.

 A list of Bookmarks will appear on
the left edge of the screen as shown in
the column.  If you click on a given
bookmark you will be taken directly to
that area of the issue.  This makes it a
lot easier to navigate around the pages.

Why Subscribe ??
 RCMW is the only model airplane
magazine that provides all plans as full size
PDF files in every issue.  All pages of the
monthly online magazine can be printed out,
including the full size PDF files, using your
own computer printer.

 If you like to build models you will
appreciate the ability to see again antiques, old
classics, reproductions of kits, as well as new
designs made for the reliable, lightweight Mi-
cro RC equipment currently available.

 If you are one of the “Buy-&-Fly” fra-
ternity and would like to learn how to build and
repair models, RCMW is also the magazine to
read.

 Each issue is full of useful information
rather than just a seemingly unending series of
advertising for expensive models and equip-
ment.

 Subscriptions are $24 for a full year of
12 issues.

     To Subscribe, send $24 via PayPal to
 cardinal.eng@grics.net

     Don’t use PayPal ? - Send $24 US - (check,
money order (or cash at your own risk) to ---

 Roland Friestad
 1640 N Kellogg Street
 Galesburg, IL 61401
 USA
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About This Month’s Cover
 The idea of a “flying automobile”, or a “roadable airplane” has always had an
attraction, both as an engineering challenge and as a possibly convenient way to
travel.  Many have tried, right up to the present day.  The cover for this month
shows the Waterman Flying Car as depicted on the cover of September 1937 Air
Trails magazine.

More About Our Archives & Catalog
 We have another website  www.digitekbooks.com  that serves as a repository
of our archives of books and brochures on all things aviation and machine shop related.
The back pages of RCMW contained a list of digital model magazine collections
available that is now on the digitekbooks website - See pages 34 & 35 of this issue.

http://www.mediafire.com/folder/jir7ot0sbcy7r/-_ADOBE_READER_SOFTWARE
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For the Model Bulder and Flyer - August 2018 Issue

 Well I hope everyone is out having fun now that the flying season is
here in force.  In this area of the country, western Illinois the best time seems
to be early in the morning or just before dusk when the winds calm down.  Of
course that’s if you’re flying free flight.

 We have another batch of classic plans and historical modeling topics
for you in this issue.  First off is one of the long series of Jasco gliders, the
Thermic 50X.  I built this one back around 1953 and covered it with that new
material, Saran Wrap, applied with contact cement and shrunk using a 100
watt light bulb.  Sure didn’t add any structural stiffness but gained a lot of
comments at the flying fiekd.

 The download magazine for this month is the June 1961 issue of
Model Airplane News with the usual projects but this time including a DIY
wind tunnel.

 Lazy Joe is a rubber powered sport flyer that should be easy to build,
particularly since the author says that that that’s how he designed it.

 Pages 11 and 19 have two installments of Douglas Rolfe drawings
showing Naval Aviation History.  Would make good posters when printed out
at 100% and framed on the wall of the “man cave”

 Norm Rosenstock was involved in all sorts of modeling and his
Electron was the first RC design published in Flying Models back in Decem-
ber of 1953.  See it here.

 Next is a little known UC Stunt model called Go Devil, a design by
Bob Palmer and kit by Hi Johnson.  The plan is from Olan Atherton.

 Back during WWII learning to identify all of the different kinds of
aircraft, known as Aircraft Spotting, was commonly taught.  Included in this
months issue is the download link for the 1943 AIRCRAFT SPOTTER book
from the collection of the late Dick Gleason.

 Midwest Model Aircraft, best known for their Gollywock design, had
other competition rubber powered model kits too.  One of these, known as the
Cosmo, is included in this issue.

 Roy Clough was well known for his unusual experimental model
designs and we include in this issue one of his helicopter models.  Also
included is a fairly thorough explanation of the problems of free flight
helicopter models.

 And, how about a boat for a change?  Up-An-Adam is a fairly simple
to build outboard cruiser for radio control.  Looks easy to build but sure takes
a lot of balsa wood.

 See on the back pages the new ad for DigitekBooks, our sister website
that has a wide and growing variety of back issue model magazine and many
other books in digital format available on USB Flash Drives.

Keep ‘em Flying,
Roland Friestad, Editor



About RCMW
by Roland Friestad

 RCMW started about 2004 about the time
I finally got tired of  a few of the model magazines
that were mainly catalogs full of ads and no longer
published plans and construction articles except
on rare occasions.

 Remember those full, or even multiple
page layouts of projects, instead ot the little
postcard sized partial copies that are about all you
see now?

 Well, one of the main reasons I had
subscriptions to the three main magazines, Air
Trails, Flying Models, and Model Airplane News
was for the plans and construction articles.

 Most of them were never built but it was
always a pleasure to go over a new issue, or even
old back issues and see the plans and how certain
designers approached the construction of their
designs.  Lots of interestng ideas were always
included in the articles.

 I started a plan service known as FULL-
SIZE-PLANS to print selected classic plans, using
the facilities of my local newspaper presses.  Full
size printed plans were mailed out to subscribers,
about a half dozen plans in each bi-monthly
mailing.

 All subscriptions were based mostly on
word-of-mouth advertising and there were a lot of
people who subscribed but not enough to make it
a paying proposition.  And the cost of postage
ended up as the straw that broke the camel's back
after several years of  not quite breaking even. RCMW - August 2018 - Page 4

 During the same period I had also been
working with John Worth and making drawings
for his online magazines Cloud 9 and RC Micro
World.  After John became too ill to continue he
asked if I would try to carry on with RC Micro
World and I agreed but said it would probably
need to combine with my own FULL-SIZE-
PLANS in order to have a chance to continue.  So
that's what we did and it was called RC Micro
World & FULL SIZE PLANS.

 You can still see the names in the header at
the top of the editorial page.  It was a bit awkard
and long as a name to we started calling it RCMW
as a bit handier and a memorial to John Worth.
Anyhow, that's a bit of the history.

 Now, what do we do?  Since the main
things missing from current model magazines and
which made up the best part of earlier publications
were the plans, construction articles and How-to-
Do-It articles, RCMW is dedicated to reprinting
all the old projects and plans from earlier days.
We also seek new project and plans from current
authors. We pay for articles and plans.

 One nice thing about the reliable,
interference free, inexpensive and very small radio
control and electric power equipment now
available is that thousands of model designs that
were published in the early years, can now be
readily made into radio-controlled and electric
powered versions very easily.

 We reprint these old designs and
construction articles in every issue of RCMW.  So
you see why we say at the top of the editorial page
"For the Model Builder and Flyer."

 Now that large format printer/plotters are
common in office supply stores, many print shops,
and offices of architects and civil engineers, it has
become easy to have digital files printed locally
rather than paying postage for printed files.  All of
the plans included in every issue of RCMW are
full size PDF files that any of the sources shown
above can usually print for you at reasonable
prices ranging from 65 cents to $1.00 per sqarre
foot of paper.

 We also include in every issue of RCMW
one or more back issues (sometimes very rare
issues) of model magaznes and books.  These are
FREE downloads for our subscribers and are
selected from the library of our sister publication
DigitTekBooks.  You can take a look at the library
at

www.digitekbooks.com

 So that's what we do and why we do it.  I've
been a modeler since late 1949 and plan to
continue with RCMW for many more years.
There are so many good books, model designs and
projects out there in "Back Issue Land" that we
will probably never run out of stuff to reprint.

 At only $24 for a one year (12 issue)
subscription it's pretty hard to find a better deal.

 We also welcome suggestions about what
old models you remember from years ago that you
would like to see us reprint for you.  Just send me
an email and tell us that favorite model you would
like to see again and maybe build this time.

 Roland Friestad, editor
cardinal.eng@grics.net
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www.fullsizeplans.com


Back Issue
MAGAZINE ARCHIVES

from the Digitek Books Collection
 Here’s the next in our series of monthly back issues of
model airplane magazines available for download to subscribers.

 This month’s choice is the June 1961 issue of MODEL
AIRPLANE NEWS.  The cover paintings depict two Air Force jet
trainers, the Lockheed Shooting Star and the Northrop T-38 Talon,
a supersonic lightweight twin jet trainer the reproduces the flight
characteristics of an operational supersonic fighter.

 This issue of MAN comes from the time when construction
articles, plans, aviation history and 3-Views were still a significant
part of each issue, unlike modern practice.

 To download the June 1961 issue of MODEL AIRPLANE
NEWS,  click on the link below ---

-- CLICK ON THIS LINK PLEASE --

 This download link will expire on October 1, 2018, so if
you’d like this issue for your own collection, better do it now.

 A selection of digital books and magazine collections are
available.  They include AIR TRAILS - MODEL AIRPLANE
NEWS - FLYING MODELS - MODEL BUILDER - RC MOD-
ELER - AEROMODELLER and many others - Just click on the
link below

www.digitekbooks.com
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http://www.mediafire.com/file/ot3h8ldwwumnuc4/MAN_1961_06_JUN_-_OCR.pdf/file


 This little Cabin Sportster was conceived
not to break records, win contests, or to bring out
the best in craftsmen.  It was designed instead for
the Lazy Joe who wants to throw a model together
in a short time and spend a great deal of the time
just flying the ship.  We happen to belong to the
latter category.

 Our little model represents about the
minimum of work attached to constructing a
flying model which will still look like an  airplane,
yet the design incorporates all the high
performance factors usually found in a modern
contest model.

 The only spot where the rank beginner
may run into trouble is with the folding propeller.
If you feel that you are not quite up to making the
folder, a free-wheeling prop may be substituted
with but small decrease in performance.
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FUSELAGE
 The fuselage is constructed first.  Pin-point
the outline and cut two side panels from firm 1/32"
sheet balsa, as seen in the side view on the full size
plans.  Next cut the necessary fuselage bulkheads
from 1/16" plywood.

 Parts such as these may be transferred
from the original plans to the wood with tissue
paper.  The 1/32" sheet balsa fuselage bottom is
cut as seen in the top view of the plans, following
the heavy outline.

 Assemble the fuselage by first cementing
the two side panels together at the extreme rear end.
Then, run a little cement along the bottom edge of
the fuselage sides and attach the bottom sheet in
place.

 Work forward along the bottom, adding
the fuselage bulkheads as you reach their proper
positions.  The inside of the nose is braced with
extra pieces of 1/16" x 1/4" balsa, cemented cross-
grain.  Add the small 1/16" square stringer
between bulkhead A and bulkhead B.

 Now, bend the landing gear to shape from
.038" steel music wire and install in position.
Cement small pieces of 1/16" square balsa on
either side of the landing gear strut where it runs
along the inside of the fuselage side panel.  Several
coats of cement should be applied here.

 Then the nose cowl should be covered with
1/64" sheet balsa or ordinary white bond paper.

 Next, a 2-1/4," long piece of l/8" square
hard balsa is cemented to the inside of the fuselage
panels at the mid-chord position.  This will give
the necessary stiffness to the fuselage side.

STAB & RUDDER
 Cut the stabilizer to shape from warp-free
1/32" sheet balsa and cement in position.  Note
that the fuselage will force a small degree of
undercamber into the stabilizer.  This will help
avoid stalling tendencies as well as add a bit of
stiffness to the stabilizer structure.

 From the pages of Flying
Models December 1950 issue comes
this nice looking “almost all” balsa
little sports flyer



 The rudder may now be cut from 1/32"
sheet balsa and cemented in place.  Be sure that the
rudder remains at right angles to the stabilizer
surface.

 The small built-up structure between the
wing trailing edge and the stabilizer leading edge
is constructed next.  Use 1/16" x l/8" balsa strips
throughout.  As shown in the assembly drawing,
there is an inverted "V" mid-way between the
wing and stabilizer.

 One strip of balsa runs from the apex of
this inverted "V" to the junction of the rudder and
stabilizer leading edges.  Two strips run from the
extremities of bulkhead C to the
apex of the inverted "V"  Do not cover this section
until the wing has been installed in position.

WING
 The wing is relatively easy to build.  Copy
the entire wing plan onto a sheet 2-3/4" x 20" of
1/32" warp-free balsa, reversing left wing panel
plan for the right wing panel.  Cut the wing to
shape and sandpaper the edges smooth.  Lightly
mark the dihedral break positions with a dot or two
of India ink.

 To form the required camber in the wing,
merely brush a light coat of warm water on the top
surface of the wing.  Apply the water from the
leading edge to a point about one inch from the
trailing edge.  When the water evaporates, the
wing will have assumed an airfoil shape, due to
the swelling of the grain on the top surface of the
wing.

 Now cut the wing apart and install the
required dihedral.  When the dihedral joints have
set firmly, install the wing in its proper position.
The wing is cemented to the fuselage sides and to
the two small plywood bulkheads.

COVERING
 Cover the structure between the wing and
tail with a light grade tissue.  You will need three
small pieces; one for each side section and a
triangular piece for the top.

ASSEMBLY
 A small piece of 1/8" diameter hardwood
dowel acts as the rear hook to hold the rubber
motor.  Drill a hole in the sides of the fuselage to
correspond with the dowel position in the
drawings.  Several coats of cement are smeared
around the hole to give a firm anchorage to the
dowel.

 A small inspection hole may be cut in the
bottom of the fuselage just below the rear dowel to
facilitate the installation of new rubber motors.

 Cut the nose block to shape from a 1" x
3/4" x 1-1/4" hard balsa block.  A large copper
washer cemented to the front acts as the thrust
bearing.  Note that a plug cut from 1/8" sheet balsa
to the shape of the inside of the nose is cemented
to the rear face of the nose block.  This will help
keep the nose block in place.

PROP
 An 8" diameter regular commercial
machine-cut propeller is used on this model.  You
may, if you wish, carve your own prop from a 1"
x 1-1/2" x 8" block.  But, we have found the
machine-cut variety to be quite efficient on this
size model when properly trimmed, sandpapered
and balanced.

 As stated before, if you want top
performance you should convert the propeller into
a folder.  The procedure is shown in the plans. If
you feel that the extra performance is not worth the
work, then by all means equip the prop with a
simple free-wheeling device such as that put out
by Jasco.

MOTOR
 Power for this model consists of from six
to ten strands of 1/8" flat T-56 well lubricated
rubber.  The weight of your finished model and the
prevailing weather will determine the exact
number of strands needed.
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To complete the model, add the 3/4" diameter
hardwood wheels to the landing gear.  A drop of
cement at the ends of the axle will retain them in
place.

 The windshield is cut from thin sheet
celluloid to the pattern shown in the plans, and
installed in place.  Spray a light coat of water on
the tissue covered portion of the fuselage.  Allow
to dry and shrink the paper, then apply two thin
coats of clear dope.

 To avoid the washed-out look of raw balsa
wood, brush a coat of yellow dope, cut 1:5 with
thinner, over the entire model.  This will seal the
wood, add a bit of color and yet not warp the
surfaces nor weigh too much.

FLYING
 Flight adjustments should present no
difficulties.  Minor adjustments may be made by
tilting the thrust line down and to the right and
adding small amounts of weight to the nose or tail.
Fine adjustments are made by warping the tail

surfaces.  The model gives best flights when
circling to the right under power and to the left in
the glide.

BILL OF MATERIALS
Balsa unless otherwise specified
2- 1/32" x 3" x 24" (medium) ..Wing, tail surfaces,
fuselage
1- 1/16" x 1/8" x 24" (medium) Fuselage turtle back
1- 1/16" x 1/16" x 12" (medium) .. Nose stringer
and landing gear brace
1- 1/16" x 1/4" x 6" (medium soft) .. Nose brace
1-  1/8" x 1/8" x 6" (medium soft) .. Fuselage side
brace
1/16" plywood: Tissue paper; Celluloid; .038"
music wire; 1/8" dowels; 8" machine cut
propeller; 3,4" diameter hardwood wheels; Dope;
Cement; 1/8" flat T-56 rubber; Scrap balsa nose
block.
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 In designing the Electron, our basic idea
was to develop a radio control model that would
be of rugged construction, give good performance
and be realistic in appearance.  The ship was to be
built around the radio-control equipment, keeping
the location of the components ideal as to weight
(batteries forward, receiver behind), with a
minimum of long wires.

 Another important factor was that the
innards must be easily accessible.  In a converted
free-flight model, you must either remove the
wing each time the receiver needs any adjustment
or cut a hole in the side of the body for a door,
weakening the framework.
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 Our present Electron is the fifth model of
this design.  The original was a high-wing cabin
job. This was discarded because of the structural
weakness of cabins-they can't be braced as well as
the rest of the airplane.

 For comparison, here are some figures
between an ideal radio control model and a typical
free flight ship.
Power loading:
Free-Flight -- 100 ounces per cubic inch.
RadioControl -- 300 to 400 ounces per cubic inch.
Wing loading;
Free-Flight -- 4 to 12 ounces -per square foot.
Radio-Control, 12 to 24 ounces per square foot.
Rate of climb:
Free-Flight -- approx. 800 to 1,200 ft. per minute-
Radio-Control, approx. 100 to 500 ft. per minute.

 General specifications of the Electron are
as follows:
Wing span: 60 inches;
Wing chord: 10 inches;
Wing area: approx, 600 square inches;
Weight: 5 to 5-1/2 lbs. (originalwas 5-1/2);

Wing loading: 22 ounces per square foot;
Power loading: 440 ounces per cubic inch;
Power plant: 0 & R "23" or equivalent engine.

WING
 Before you start actual construction, scale
the plans up four times the size shown.  (Editor's
note -- Done)

 Choose two pieces of 1/4" by 1" for the
main spar.  Cut and splice the main spar to give the
desired dihedral of 5."  Cut two gussets from 1/4"
hard balsa sheet, cement to spar splice, and put
aside to dry.  Then cut the trailing edges and splice
tip taper as shown on plans (The usual procedure
is to make one left and one right).

 Now cut out the ribs from medium-hard
1/8" wood, being careful to keep the spar notches
perpendicular to the bottom camber to prevent
warps.  Tack the spar and trailing edge to the plans.

 Then, starting at the tip end of the wing,
cement the ribs in place up to the gusset plate.
Allow time for the cement to set so that the
structure can be removed from the plans (Don't
worry about the leading edge and spar, we'll come
back to that later.)

 Pin the other side of the main spar and
trailing edge to the plan and follow the same
procedure to construct the other half of the wing,
Laminate two pieces of 1/4" x 5/8" x 29" medium
hard balsa for the leading edge.

 Remove the wing structure from the plans,
stand it up on its trailing edge and pin the leading
edge in place.  It is necessary to put the edge on in
this manner because of the curvature of the leading
edge of the rib.

 This fairly early RC model that
appeared in the December 1950 issue
of Flying Models shows a close
resemblance to others, particularly
the Rudderbug with it's rugged
construction.



 Now saw two pieces of 1/4" x 5/8" rock-
hard wood 29" long for the rear spar, and cement
well in place, butt-joining the spar in the center.
Before inserting in place, taper the rear spar to
3/8" from rib R2 to the tip.  Cut gusset plates for
the rear spar and leading edge out of 1/4" sheet
balsa.  Cement these gussets in their respective
positions.

 Take the remaining ribs, enlarge the spar
opening to fit over the gusset plates, and cement
the rest of the ribs in place.  By now, unless you've
been sleeping, you should have the false ribs cut
out (this was done with your third hand, of course).

 That's right, cement them in place and also
cement the tip blocks in place.  Carve the tips and
leading edge to shape when dry.  Then shape
plywood reinforcement pieces as shown on the
plan and cement them in place with C-clamps,
being careful not to crack the plywood at the
dihedral joint.  Sand the entire wing and cover with
silk.
STAB
 Select a piece of 1/8" x 3/4" rock-hard
balsa for the spar and cut it to the length shown on
the plans.  Cut and splice trailing edge pieces and
allow to dry.  Pin the spar to the plans and cement
the tip ribs in place (All stab ribs are made from
1/8" x 3/4" medium soft balsa).

 Make the leading edge from 1/4" x 3/8"
hard balsa and block it upwith 1/4" sheet so as to
raise it off the plans to the exact middle of the
airfoil.  Then, pin and cement it to the tip ribs and
fit the remaining ribs in between the spar and
leading edge.

 Follow the same procedure with the
trailing edge.  Cut the tip blocks to shape and
cement in position.  When dry, use a block plane
or a knife to shape the airfoil and tips to a
symmetrical cross-section.  Cement the plywood
reinforcement in place, sandpaper the entire tail,
and cover with silk.

FUSELAGE
 Select two pieces of 1/4" x 1/2" rock hard
balsa and cut them 42" long.  It will be necessary
to make a diagonal splice in most cases to obtain
this length.  Start at the tail end of the fuselage,
cementing the crutch together and binding it with
rubber bands.

 Cut the crutch cross pieces from 1/4" x
1/2" medium hard balsa and, working your way
forward from the tail end, insert cross pieces up to
station 3.

 Cut the motor mounts using the pattern on
the plan (Plan shows only the left half, so double
it up for the whole pattern).  Precement the motor
mounts and crutch before finally cementing them
in place, using 1/4" flat rubber to pull the crutch
into the contour of the motor mounts.  Cut out
bulkhead 3 from 1/8" plywood.

 Bend and cut the landing gear wire as
shown on the plan and bolt it to the bulkhead,
being sure to fasten one wire to each side.  Now,
cut bulkhead 4 from 1/4" hard balsa and cement in
place.  Do the same with bulkhead 3.

 Next, take two pieces of l/4" x 3" x 4"
medium-hard wood and cement these between
bulkheads 3 & 4, setting them on the crutch to
form an "A" frame.  Cut and cement the remaining
bulkheads in place.

 Copy the pattern for the wing rest (tracing
a right and left side to complete the pattern) on
1/4" three-ply plywood.  Cement a piece of 1/4" by
1/2" rock-hard balsa to the bottom center of the
platform and allow to dry.

 Then, cement the wing platform in place
between bulkheads 4 & 6, on top of 5.  Don't be
afraid to use plenty of cement, but be careful to
keep the platform parallel to the crutch.  After the
cement has dried, apply'a few more coats. Next,
cement the 1/4" x l/2" balsa sub-crutch in place.

 The 1/8" sheeting then is applied on
bulkheads 6, 7, and 8, down to the level of the
sub-crutch.  If you wish, you can plank it with 1/8"
x 1/4" medium-soft balsa instead of sheeting.

 Now cut out the cockpit opening.  Cut out
the headrest platform from a piece of 13-1/2" long
1/8" medium soft sheet, tapering the width from 1"
to 1/4" and cement in place.

 Build the rudder outline as shown on the
plan and cement it in place, cutting a hole in the
headrest platform for the leading edge to go
through.  Cement rudder post on crutch 1-1/8"
from the end of the crutch.
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 Cut a piece of 3/16" diameter dowel 1-1/4"
long and cement it to the crutch, allowing it to
protrude 3/8" past crutch.  Cut a soft piece of 3/8"
balsa 1-1/8" wide by 2" long for the fairing block
and cement in place.  Cut and sand to tapered
section when dry.

 Now cut a piece of 1/16" I.D. aluminum or
brass tubing about 2" long.  Run 1/16" diameter
wire through it, bending as shown in the plans, for
the escapement winding hook.  Cement as shown
on drawing.

 Build up the escapement linkage and
mount it on a piece of 1/16" plywood, then install
on bulkhead 6 in the receiver compartment.  Cut
out the necessary holes between the escapement
and winding hook and string a loop of 3/16" flat
rubber between the two hooks, applying plenty of
rubber lube to the rubber first.

Cut a rudder tab 1-1/2" wide and 1/4" thick from
medium hard balsa.  Sand to airfoil shape and
hinge to rudder post, using good linen cloth or
fabric cut in strips about 1" wide.

 Make a rudder horn from brass or wire (the
same as you would for a U-Control model)
measuring 1/2" out from the hinge line and bent
down about 1" from the bottom of the rudder.

Solder a short piece of 1/16" I.D. brass tubing at
the end for the control rod to hook into.  Install
1/8" square stringers from the receiver
compartment to the rudder post.

 Cut a piece of 1/4" diameter aluminum
tubing about 1-1/2" long and cement between the
stringers for the control rod to pass through, as
shown on drawing.  Cut holes in bulkhead for the
control  rod to pass through.  Make a control  rod
from 1/16" diameter wire and bend  the ends to
give the desired neutral position of the rudder
when the escapement is in neutral position.

 Now make a fuel tank from tin plate,  large
enough to give about a 3-minute motor run.
Arrange the fuel line so that it passes through
bulkhead 2 and about 1/2" to 3/4" into the motor
compartment.  Have filler tubes on the outside of
the ship.

 Start planking the nose with 1/8" x 3/8"
balsa from the crutch up.  When  you get about 2"
up each side, cement on the soft balsa blocks
through which the exhaust vents are led, and finish
planking.

 Cut balsa blocks from soft wood for the
bottom block.  Also cut the top engine cowl,
carving it out to about an even 1/4" thickness.
Then mount your engine with at least 8 to 10
degrees down thrust, using hard wood wedges
under the engine.  Install a bike spoke for
fastening the cowl.

 Now, wrap the landing gear legs with
.040" diameter copper wire, placing the wraps one
next to the other all the way down to the axle.
Sweat-solder, using a very hot soldering iron.

 Next, make a l/4" balsa switch panel and
install the two switches, meter plug and rheostat to
the upper right hand corner so that they won't
interfere with the batteries on the inside.  Then,
from 1/16" plywood, cut a floor for the battery
compartment and the receiver compartment.

 Place the "B" supply batteries up against
bulkhead 4 and cement two triangular shaped
pieces of l/4" sheet on both sides of the batteries,
leaving the rear open.  On the remaining floor
space, fasten two metal pencell battery boxes.

 Now, install the five-prong receiver socket
in the left rear corner of the receiver compartment
and wire the ship, placing the wires between the
battery and receiver compartments under the
plywood floor.  All wires should be cemented
Down.

Next, cut a piece of 1/8" plywood platform to fit
between the crutch longerons located between
bulkheads 8 and 9.  Bend the tail wheel strut as
shown on plans, mount it on the plywood with "J"
bolts, and cement in place.  Attach three 1" trailing
edges to the underside of the crutch, running from
the front bottom cowl block to the stab platform.
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 From soft balsa scraps make a stab saddle
to fit the airfoil contour, being careful to keep
incidence at 0 degrees.  Then cement the stab
platform, cut from 1/8" plywood, in place.  Cut
two 3-1/2" long 1/4" diameter dowels and cement
them under both ends of the wing rest brace and
the bulkhead for the wing rubber pegs.  Make
bulkhead 1 (spinner ring) and cement it in place.

 Now cut the headrest from 1" square soft
balsa and cement it in position.  Make two doors
for each side of the body, to cover the
compartments, and brace suitably.  Install hooks
on the inside of the doors to which rubber bands
can be attached to hold the doors in place.  Cut out
the exhaust scoops with a wood gouge.

 Then, sand the entire fuselage to a  smooth
contour and cover with silk.  Ship should have
about ten coats of clear dope before painting it the
desired color.  The original ship had an all cream
with red trim paint job.

RADIO INSTALLATION
 The receiver used in our model is a standard
Aerotrol set which, since it is pretuned, eliminates
complicated tuning adjustments.  Of course, any
receiver of equivalent size will serve just as well.

 Mount the receiver on sponge rubber as it
offers at least three times the protection of rubber
band suspension.  Sponge rubber can be purchased
in any dime store.  Select a piece which is very soft
and flexible.  Cut the pads so that they are 1/2" to
3/4" of an inch thick and cement them in place in
the receiver compartment.

 Hold the receiver down firmly against the
sponge with a rubber band stretched across the top
of the receiver and fastened to hooks on each side
of the receiver compartment floor.  You will find
that this type of installation is most satisfactory
and trouble free.

 I use two K15E Burgess hearing aid
batteries for the "B" supply.  they are cemented
together and wired in series using a set of snaps,
such as is used in portable radio sets for
connecting the batteries to the circuit.  The "B"
supply is placed up against the forward bulkhead
and two pieces of 1/4" sheet balsa are cemented to
each side, making a sort of three-sided battery box.
A rear to the box is not needed as the batteries
never move backward.

 Two pencell boxes are installed on the
floor between the "B" battery and the center
bulkhead.  One is hooked in series, supplying 3
volts for the escapement, and the other is wired in
parallel, providing 1-1/2 volts for the filament
supply.
 All wiring should be neatly done,
employing light-weight stranded wire (color
coded if you prefer), and all wires from your front
compartment should go down through the floor
and back to the receiver socket.

 The escapement should be set up as shown
on the drawings, taking care that there is no
binding in the linkage and that the rudder always
returns to the same neutral position.  The rudder
should have a 1/4" swing from neutral to full turn.

FLYING
 In spite of the apparently high wing
loading, the Electron has an excellent glide.  It
should be trimmed for a long flat glide with no
indication of a stall or turn, as this can be
dangerous.  For the first flight you are better off
with less glide than too much.
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 This done, check the receiver for tuning
and operation, as instructed by the manufacturer of
your particular set.  Cut your E:ngine run down to
30 to 45 seconds and don't use the radio control
until the model is at least 50 to 75 feet in the a ir.
Be careful not to hold a sig nal on for more than
one or two seconds or it will result in over-control
or spinning the model in.

 A lot more can be said on the subject but
the best teacher is still experience.  Here is your
important list of don'ts:
 1. Don't attempt to fly your Electron without the
radio equipment installed.
  2. Don't control your ship too close to the ground-
at least for your first few flights.
  3. Don't forget to put your switches on and install
your meter jack before launching.
 4. Don't forget to check your control for operation
and position just before launching, so you can
anticipate your first turn.
 One last bit of advice; See that the model
balances at the s pot indicated.

BILL OF MATERIALS
Balsa unless otherwise specified

4 -- 1/4" x 1/2" x 36" (Rock hard) .. Fuselage crutch

6 -- 1/4 x 1" x 36" (Medium hard ) .. Tpered
trailingedge for fuselage bottom stringers, wing
and stabilizer trailing edges

6 -- 1/8" x 1/8" x 36" (Rock hard) .. Fuselage
stringers

2 -- 1/8" x 1/4 x 36" (Medium) -- Rudder ribs
fuselage hatch frames

12 -- 1/8" x 3/8" x 36" (Medium) .. Fuselage nose
Planking

1 -- 1/8" x 3/8" x 36" (Hard) .. Stabilizer leading
edge

1 -- 1/8" x 3/4" x 36" (Hard) .. Stabilizer spar

5 -- 1/8 x 3/4" x 36" (Medium) .. Stabilizer ribs

2 -- 1/2" x 5/8" x 36" (Medium hard) .. Wing
leading edge

2 -- 1/4" x 1" x 36" (Rock hard) .. Wing main spar

2 -- 1/4" x 5/8" x 36" (Rock hard) .. Wing rear spar

4 -- 1/8" x 3" x 36" (Medium hard) .. Wing ribs

2 -- 1/8" x 2" x 36" (Medium hard) .. Fuselage
formers

2 -- 1/8" x 2" x 36" (Soft) .. Fuselge formers, sheet
fill in

2-'/,' x 2" x 36" (Medium·soft) ' " Fuselage fillets.
sheet fill·in
1 -- 1/4" x 2" x 36" (Hard) .. Wing gussets

1 -- 1-1/4" x 3/4" x 3" (Soft) .. Block for engine
exhaust exits

1 -- 1" x 1" x 7-1/2'' (Soft) .. Block for headrest

1 -- 1" x 3-1/2'' x 6" (Soft) .. Block for bottom
fuselage cowl

1 -- 3" x 3-1/2'' x 4" (Medium hard) .. Engine cowl
Block

2 -- 1-1/4" x 2" x 8" (Soft) ..Blocks for wing tips

2 -- 3/4 x 1-1/2" x 8" (Soft)Blocks for stabilizer
tips RCMW - February 2018 - Page 16

1 -- 1/8" x 6" x 12" (Plywood) .. Fuselage firewall,
bulkheads, tail rest, etc.

1 -- 1/4" x 3-1/2" x 10" (Plywood) .. Fuselage
wing rest

2 -- 1/16" x 1" x 10" (Plywood)Wing and stabilizer
reinforcing plates

1 -- 1/4" dia. by 36" (Hardwood dowel) .. Wing
hold down, stabilizer skids

1 -- 1/2'' x 3-1/2'' x 6" (Maple or basswood) Motor
Mount

O-E Aerotrol or similar radio control unit; Two
KI5E hearing aid cells; Two Austin battery boxes;
10,000 ohm rheostat; Booster type meter plug and
socket; One 5 prong plug and socket; Two toggle
switches; 3 feet of lightweight hook-up wire; Rosin
core solder; 6" length of 1/4" aluminum tubing for
rudder pushrod; 12" length of 1/16" I.D. copper
tubing for escapement; 2" dia. aluminum spinner;
one bicycle spoke and fittings for cowl hold-down
; tin plate for gas tank; sponge rubber for receiver
mounting; 25 feet of .040 soft copper wire for
binding; 3-1/2" semi-pneumatic air wheels; 1-1/2"
dia. rubber tail wheel; Two lengths of 1" dia.
landing gear wire; one length 1/16" wire for tail
wheel etc.;  one length of .045 wire for hooks etc.
; 3-1/3 sq. yards of silk or similar covering
material; Assorted nuts, bolts, washers, pins, etc.;
cement, clear dope, colored dope; .29 glow plug
engine.
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A Rare Book From
The ARCHIVES

of the Digitek Books Collection
 Here’s the next in our series of monthly downloads of
books available to RCMW subscribers.

 This month’s selection is the Autumn 1943 issue of AIR-
CRAFT SPOTTER.  The ability to spot and identify various
wartime aircraft models was essential for those in the “thick of
things” although not so critical in the USA.  School students also
built solid scale models that were used in training.  We even have
a deck of 1940’s plane spotter playing cards that are well worn
from extensive use.

 Publications like this were often printed on a better quality
of paper than that used by the typical popular magazine since they
were expected to get more extensive use.  Sixty-six pages of
photographs, 3-View drawings and descriptions of USA, British,
German, Italian, Japanese and Russian aircraft.

 To download the Autumn 1943 issue of AIRCRAFT
SPOTTER,  click on the link below ---

-- CLICK ON THIS LINK PLEASE --
 This download link will expire on September 1, 2018, so if
you’d like this for your own collection, better do it now.

 A selection of digital books and magazine collections are
available on our sister website.  They include AIR TRAILS -
MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS - FLYING MODELS - MODEL
BUILDER - RC MODELER - AEROMODELLER and many
others - Just click on the link below

www.digitekbooks.com
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http://www.mediafire.com/file/rgzo1d95ykl52i4/D001050_AIRCRAFT_SPOTTER_1943.pdf/file
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 Easily the most fascinating thing that flies,
the helicopter is making a name for itself in peace
and war as the marvelous machine that can land or
take off anywhere, hover over one spot or tuck its
nose down and scoot away in any direction the
pilot chooses.

 It is only natural then that model builders
have been attracted to the type, for here is a flying
machine which does its stuff close in where it may
be observed and enjoyed, does not require huge
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tracts over which to fly, and which should give
more solid hours of model fun than anything ever
invented.

 Or so it would seem at first glance.
However. as many a model builder who has tried
it will testify, it isn't quite that simple.  To some
who have tried it. at first it appears a rather
straightforward proposition-merely arrange a prop
to pull upward, provide some method of torque
nullification, presto. there is a helicopter.

 And several bitter disappointments later,
the model builder sweeps up the shattered balsa
wood, lays aside his tools and tries to dig up some
information on the type.  In many cases a study of
the problems involved makes the whole thing look
so impossibly complex that there seems to be little
point in trying it at all.

 The envisioning of complicated controls,
pushrods, flap hinges, dampers,complicated
power transmissions, hairline adjustments and
impossibly complex and delicate structures places
the designing and building of a successful free
flying model helicopter on the level of a major
engineering feat, so the modeler puts the whole
thing aside and starts sketching a new pylon job.

 The truth o[ the matter, as in most cases,
lies somewhere between the two extremes of utter
simplicity and impossible complexity.  A fair
statement of the case is that a good model
helicopter is no more difficult to build and fly than
any other type of fairly advanced model
aircraft.

 Roy L. Clough, Jr., an
expermimenter in the true sense of
the word is well known for the wide
range of his model designs and his
exploration of novel ideas ralating to
model aviation as well as other areas.
This article discussing some of the
problems and his solutions to model
helicopters appeared in the
September 1952 issue of Air Trails
magazine.  His was elected to the
AMA Hall of Fame and his extensive
biographical information can be seen
by clickin on the link below.

CLICK HERE



 Helicopter information, in the empirical
form in which it is most useful to model builders,
has unfortunately been neither complete nor
widely available.  Therefore the design picture has
been a bit clouded.

 Any up-to-date aviation fan, if he scratches
his memory a bit, will recall having read that
"articulation" is a good thing, that helicopters are
inherently "unstable," that there are a great
number of things like "cyclic" pitch and

gyroscopic precessive forces to be dealt with.  All
of whichcontains elements of truth, yet just how
these things apply to sitting down and actually
building a flying model helicopter has been
obscure.

 The writer scored considerable success in
rubber-powered helicopter models with his
development of the cage drive co-axial system
which allowed two rotors to revolve in opposite
directions about a common center, thus canceling
out both torque and gyroscopic effects.

 With this system, which first appeared in
Air Trails some time ago, incorporated into the
model, stable poweron free flight was possible for
the first time withou t the use of complex control
arrangements.  Extremely steady in flight, the
machine and a later variation of it were capable of
rather surprising duration when winder-wound.

 However, these flights were very largely
vertical; it was not possible to secur e any marked
forward flight with the machine, barring the use
of extreme nose-heavy trim.

Later a further development, a kit design
manufactured in limited numbers, featured a
stabilizing or "damper" fin which permitted a fair
degree of forward flight, with great steadiness and
every indication of stability.

 So consistent was this type that by
counting the number of turns stored in the motor
the model could be flown from one table-top to
another, time after time alighting within an inch or
two of the desired spot.  Several further variations
of this machine were built, performing well.

 What may appear to be difficult at first,
becomes at second glance merely different.  This
is because there is very little in the way of carry-
over analogy from fixed-wing models.  Roughly
speaking, the differences are of the same order as
those between building a hot engine into a speed
job and building the same engine into a boat.  The
principles are approximately the same, but the
factors are different.
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 The answer lies in the fact that co-axial
systems have two major requirements, and, from a
practical standpoint, these requirements tend to be
mutually exclusive.

 First. it is desirable that the two rotors be
mounted close together.  The reason for this is that
widely spaced rotors introduce great stresses in the
mast and rotor system when the blades are cycled
for forward flight.  That is, when the blade angle
is increased at the rear and reduced at the front for
each revolution of the rotor.

 The uppermost blade will require a greater
pitch change than the lower blade in order to
equalize the couple between the points of applied
force and the center of gravity.  Thus. if we wish
to avoid excessive stressing of the rotor and mast
system , the rotors must be quite close together.

 Second, the rotor blades of a co-axial
machine must be spaced with a large gap from one
set to the other because otherwise they may clash
together due to the flexibility of the rotors.  Blade
deflection due to gusts or even normal cycling
pitch changes is great enough, ordinarily speaking,
to make any spacing of the rotors less than one
third rotor diameter apart definitely hazardous.
Thus. the rotors must be far apart.

 From these two requirements it can be seen
that the only way out of the problem is not actually
an "out" at all, for it will mean building the rotor
systems impossibly heavy and rugged and thus
losing many, if not all, of the advantages of the
co-axial system.

 In the practical sense, then, this means that
co-axial systems are limited in use to such cases
where it may be possible to stress the system all

out of proportion to its size, such as models and
tiny man-carrying jobs.

 Now, what is this business about cyclic
pitch?  Did we not just describe rubber models
which flew well without it?  Why not merely
eliminate cycling pitch from the coaxial system
and fly forward by shifting the C.G. ahead?  The
rubber models did fly forward by means of the
stabilizing fin and C.G. shift.

 But don't overlook the fact that a rubber
model flies with continuously diminishing power
after the rotors come up to speed.  This is very
important because it meant the writer could
eliminate cycling controls because of a
characteristic of the powerplant.  Just why this was
so may be explained as
follows:

 Picture a purely hypothetical co-axial
model helicopter in which the thrust does not vary,
which has stiff, fixed-pitch rotors, and which is
trimmed nose heavy to make it fly forward.  All
set?

 The machine, because of the unequal
loading of the disk (area covered by the rotors)
begins to slide forward.  It will not tip to either
side since the advancing blade of one rotor,
creating more lift as it encounters a relative wInd
due to forward motion has a balancing counterpart
in the blade which is rotating forward on the
opposite side. This, incidentally, is a major
advantage of the co-axial configuration.

 Now, as the machine gains speed we find
that the front edge of the rotordisk is entering the
wind while the rear edge is leaving it.  This means
that the rotor is lifting more at the front than at the
back, and it will tilt upward, moving the machine

 Now, note that no blade articulation of any
sort was used in these models.  There was no
provision for cyclic pitch changes and gyroscopic
action did not enter the picture.  Yet they flew very
well under rubber power.

 Keeping that empirical fact in mind, let us
further examine the co-axial system.  This system-
meaning two rotors revolving in opposite direc
tions, about a common center-is one of the oldest
designers' answers to the question of what to do
about torque reaction.

 Further, it appears to be ideal in many
respects because it would seem that any
disturbances, either aero-dynamic or gyroscopic,
which occur in one rotor would be balanced
immediately by the reverse of that  reaction in the
other.

 Now then, why, if this system is so
theoretically ideal, with equalized thrust, cycling
and gyroscopic moments, has it not appeared in
any machine which has demonstrated itself to be
of practical commercial importance?
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transmission problems and go over to something
simpler, the single rotor and torque prop.

 Either that, or power the rotor itself by
means of tip jets or motors which eliminate torque
effects entirely.

 For most model work, and at this stage of
the game, we will find the torque prop type more
practical, since this gives us a heading and trim
control and the boom helps to round out the design
by balancing the weight of the powerplant which
will be forward in most cases.

 Which means we promptly dive headfirst
into the rotor head business, but don't let it scare
you.

 The earliest successful helicopters used a
refinement of what is known as the flapping, drag
link rotor originated by Juan de Cierva, the
autogiro inventor.  To Cierva's basic invention
were added mechanisms to secure collective and
cyclic pitch control and with such an arrangement
the first man-carrying machines flew.

 This system (Fig. 2) makes use of a hinge
between the blade root and rotor mast.  This
allows the blade to flap up and down relative to the
plane of rotation and was orginally introduced in
the autogiro to permit the machine to fly forward
without tipping over due to relative wind
differentials.

 Soon after this was invented it was found
necessary to add another hinge which would allow
the blade to swing fore and aft, since, as the blade
coned upward on the advancing side It would tend
to lag behind the retreating blade, thus setting
up terrific stresses in the flap hinge.

 This drag hinge then had to be fitted with
a dynamic damper, a gadget similar to the device
which closes doors without slamming, to absorb
the jolts and shocks that such a system was heir to
and to assure a correct nominal circumferential
position of the blade.

 This system is in wide use among full scale
helicopter makers but it has some limitations in
that it is not truly stable, although quite flyable
with a competent pilot.

 As far as model helicoptering is concerned
the system is of interest chiefly as background
material.  In practice it proves tricky to build,
fragile and easily misaligned, and it falls down on
a most important model requirement in that it will
not fly "hands off."

 As a matter of fact, it is not even a
satisfactory free flight autogiro arrangement as the
writer discoved some years ago, and this lack of
satisfactory flight characteristics started a series of
experiments which led into contact with a type of
rotor arrangement that would perform
satisfactorily on an autogiro.

into what is actually a stall, one of the few
analogies which occur between fixed and rotating
wing craft.  Now this will happen no matter how
much weight is placed in the nose, consistent of
course with the ability of the machine to lift it.

 Now, when this stall occurs, the helicopter
will slide backward increasing the lift at the rear of
the rotor disk until the model stalls tail up,
whereupon it repeats the trick, oscillating back and
forth with increasing amplitudc and violence until
it finally crashes.

 The reason the rubber powered models
flew steadily ahead under C.G. shift is that the
power gradually decreased as the machine flew
forward and the damping fin provided a stabilizing
surface which served to maintain the proper a ngle.

 Thus it might be said with considerable
accuracy that the rubber models actually made use
of the oscillating tendency of stiff rotors to secure
forward flight and that they were successful in
doing this because the oscillation was damped at
the proper time by the motor running out.

 Or, to put it a bit differently, the co-axial
rubber model helicopters with damper fins as
developed by the writer were simply highly
modified co-axially driven planes flown vertically.
Have you ever seen Jim Walker do the Sabre
dance?  The principle is the same.

 Thus, to fly forward in a co-axial machine,
as in any other, requires that the pitch of the blades
decrease in front and increase at the rear of the
rotor disk.  And, since we must be able to control
the pitch of the rotor blade around the
circumference of its sweep, we may as well
abandon the co-axial configuration and its power
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 Initial experiments with articulated rotors
on rubber model autogiros resulted consistently in
dismal crack-ups at the end of erratic flights of a
few feet.  Apparently the fault was somehow
connected with the articulation that was supposed
to promote flight stability.  So we committed
heresy.

 We stopped articulating the rotor blades.
This was better, but still not good, and then came
the inspiration, why not articulate the blades in
some other fashion, so that the effect would be the
same, but the big bounce would be taken out?

 Why not, instead of a llowing the blade to
flap upward, allow it to rotate spanwise, that is,
instead of letting the tip fly up, let the trailing edge
flap upward ?

 A new rotor was built with the blades
spring loaded against their span wise axis at zero
pitch, and since the rotor was stiff, tip to tip, the
mast which held the rotor was jointed, or
articulated to the fuselage to prevent the
transmission of disturbances back and forth.

 Aerodynamic pressures would result in the
slight negative pitch angle necessary for
autorotatlon, and a sort of automatic cycling pitch
would be obtained as the advancing blade
flattened to the relative wind, which would flip the
trailing edge down as the blade passed in front and
started back on the downwind side.

 It worked.
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 For the fellow who wants to get into R/C
boating with a minimum of work and expense but
still have a goodlooking job that will perform,
"Up-NAdam" is the answer.  We have eliminated
tedious hull building by using a modified form of
the deck-chine shelf method of construction.

 Four main components give the hull form
to this smart Outboard Day Cruiser model.  By
planking with full size sheets, this usual chore
becomes a breeze.  Also, with the type
construction and power used, the interior is all
space, presenting none of the usual small boat
problems of where to install R/C gear.

 From the full size patterns, trace the
outlines of the deck shelf and the chine
shelf onto 1/4" sheet balsa.  To obtain necessary
width for these parts, it will be necessary to edge-
glue several sheets.

 Be sure to have grain of deck piece running
the length of the boat, the chine piece with grain
running the width of the boat as this is very
important to final result.  Using 1/4" plywood,
trace the keel-stem piece and transom; cut these
and the balsa parts to shape.

 On a building board, mark a center line and
a line at right angles thereto for the stem position
and another such line 27-1/4" from the stem
position. This will be the location of the outside
edge of the transom.
 Place deck shelf on building board
between two cross lines just drawn.  Put glue on
keel-stem piece where it fits into deck and transom
notches; also some glue in other two transom
notches where it fastens to deck piece. Assemble
these three members, making sure of alignment at
nose, stern and center line and allow to "set up"
overnight.  You will note that deck piece is a little
long.  This is trimmed flush at transom after glue
dries.

 At this point it will be well to glue"the 1/2"
x 1/4" scrap pieces to the chine bend line along the
forward section of the keelstem piece as they are
necessary for the next step.  These pieces may be
removed when the hull is completed or left in
place.

This easy to build RC boat would keep any of
your grandkids busy on a pleasant summer day.

It comes from the February 1960
Issue of Air Trails Magazine



 Test bend the chine piece to check if the
keel slot you have cut allows this part to end at
proper point at stem.  When fit is correct, place
glue along transom and keel to end of notch only.
Put chine piece in place and hold in flat position
along transom and keel with pins. Do not proceed
until glue has set up.

 Now spread glue on scrap bend pieces,
keel, and in chine slot and bend the chine shelf
piece to position shown on plan and patterns; hold
in place with clothes pin.  This completes the basic
hull form.

 With sandpaper on large block, carefully
sand in the bevels along the edges of deck and
chine shelves as well as the stem and transom so
that the side planking will lie flat at all points of
contact.

 For the required hull strength, 1/8" thick
planking is necessary.  However, two courses of
1/16" goes on so much easier and is even stronger
so take the easy out and use 1/16".  Don't try to
strip-plank this hull, rather edge-glue enough
sheet to cover two whole sides at a time.

 Starting at the stem, spread cement on the
transom sides, deck and chine pieces to about half
way to stem and apply sheet plank, securing with
pins.  Other side of hull may be done at the same
time.  When cement has set, proceed with one side
to stem, rough trimming as you go.  Secure with
pins and at stem with Scotch Tape.

 Sand planking thus applied to stem bevel
and proceed with other side, over-lapping
planking at stem.  Now repeat the process once
more to give a 1/8" side planking.

 For the bottom, use your sanding block,
carefully sand the keel, stem and side planking
bevel from transom to approximately 2-3/4" from
stem so bottom sheet will lie flat against these parts
when applied.

 From the point at which you stopped
sanding, notch the side planking along chine so
that bottom sheet will form a butt joint from that
point forward to stem.

 Planking is applied to one-half the bottom
at a time.  Place one 1/16" sheet along boat
centerline, temporarily holding with pins and tape,
test bend forward, rough trim the excess not needed

in the forward section. Remove sheet, apply
cement to rear hull section and secure sheet with
pins and Scotch Tape.

 You will find when working forward to
stem that planking will want to follow the hull in
an easy, natural bend.  Glue and pin sheet without
regard to final trim to point of butt joint.  From this
point forward, trim and fit sheet carefully and
when right, finish cementing, pinning and taping
to stem and keel.

 After the first bottom half has set, trim
along center-line of keel and stem and repeat
procedure on other half of bottom.  To give bottom
the required 1/8" thickness strength it also should
be double-planked.  Your hull is now complete.

 Trim all excess and sand entire boat to
shape.  If desired, apply hardwood rub rails as
shown in photos.  Also, if available, do as we did
andapply a mahogany veneer overlay to deck and
transom to dress up finished boat.

 Cabin parts are traced from full size
patterns and glued in place.  If at all possible, use
1/16" mahogany plywood for these parts, it may
save you from knocking off the superstructure in
the excitement of running your boat.  Cabin top is
stripplanked with 1/8" x 1/2" balsa. Rear seat parts
are made of 1/8" balsa and cemented in place.

 Painting and final gear installation is all
that now remains to get your boat in the water.
Regular model fuel-proof finishes may be used on
this craft.  However, if you use mahogany for trim,
snap it up with a stain and varnish finish.
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 We experimented with a different finish
technique on this boat and as it has proved
successful thus far, will pass it on. Leaving the
mahogany without stain, we applied fibreglass
resin only, no glass cloth, to the whole model
inside and out, two coats, allowing first to set up
before applying second.

 Then the mahogany was masked off and
the balance of the hull sprayed with auto synthetic
primer, sanded, and finally finished with two coats
of auto synthetic enamel.  Mahogany was then
sanded and varnished three coats with fuel-proof
Varnish.  Model bow light, chocks and bitts were
used to give a little detail and dress to completed
boat.

 Photos show motor and receiver
installation.  With the idea in mind that several of
these boats can be easily and cheaply built and run
with the same power unit and receiver, the
receiver-battery-escapement unit was designed.

 As the complete R/C gear is in one box it
can be moved from boat to boat if hold-down
clamps are identically positioned in each craft.
The piano wire steering arrangement may be used
or a single heavier pushrod if that is preferred.

 In either event, it will be necessary to
fashion and install a suitable steering arm on your
motor.  As to power. we ran our tests with an .060
Allyn Sea Fury outboard.  To get running photos
at all. a very rich motor setting had to be used as
otherwise the model was just too fast.  An .049 will
give a nice sane performance; one of the .12 Twins
creates a veritable bomb. requiring plenty of
running room.

MATERIALS LIST
Sheet balsa -- 1/4" x 36" x 2" -- 7 pcs - hull frame;
Sheet balsa -- 1/16" x 36" x 3" -- 16 pcs - hull
planking;
Sheet balsa -- 1/8" x 36" x 3" -- 1 pc - seats, cabin
top;
Fir Plywood -- 1/4" x 30" x 7" -- 1pc - transom
keelstem piece;
Mahogany Veneer -- 1/28" thick to cover deck and
transom, if desired;
Mahogany Plywood -- 1/16" thick x 24" x 8" --
cabin sides, front and roof ribs;
Mahogany or Pine, etc. -- 1/8" sq. X 32" -- 4 pcs
rub rails.
Waterproof glue and cement, pins,sandpaper,
Scotch Tape, usual tools, finishing materials,
Outboard power unit, R/C gear to suit, deck
fittings as desired from local hobby shop.
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Back Issues of 
Model Airplane 

Magazines 
If you're like me, you enjoy paging through model 

airplane magazines and plans, sometimes to find a project to bui ld, to 
research a particular aircraft, or to just spend some pleasant time away 
from the dai ly grind. 

If you like to build model s, the magazines of today don't offer 
much since they are primarily expensive catalogs of ready- to-fly 
models. There's nothing wrong with RTF or ARF models but they 
don't offer much to interest model BUILDERS. 

That's NOT the way it was in the past, when you had to build 
a model before you could fly it. If you're an old-timer, as I am, you 
have fond memories of Air Trails, Flying Models, Mode l Airp lane 
News, Aeromodeller and many of the severa l other magazines 
available "way back when" . 

If you're a re lative newcomer to mode ling and want to learn 
how to build them, those old magaz ines can provide a wealth of useful 
information, plans and how-to-do-it articles. 

There are several problems with those old magazines. They are 
sometimes hard to find, often in bad condition, and in many cases they 
are so fragile that they can fall apanjust by turni ng the pages. This is 
because they were often printed on pulp paper, also known as 

o 

newsprint. Newsprint is inexpensive, but has residual chemica ls that ....:=10 

cause it to deteriorate when exposed to the air and particularly to 
sun light. Your wife or "significant other" might also ask "When are 
you go ing to get rid of all those smelly old magazines?" 

I admit to being a bit ofa "nut case" but have been collecting 
these magaz ine for over 50 years and now I am trying to digitize them 
to preserve them for other modelers. They are now avai lab le as digital 
PDF files. See the details on the next page. 

Keep 'em Flying - Ro land Friestad 

11111111"11" 111'1" 



DIGITEK BOOKS
www.digitekbooks.com

 What the heck is DigitekBooks?  Well, just read
on and find out.  It will be worth your while.

 We’re making some big changes in our digital
collections of model magazines!

 For quite a while we have had an ad in this area,
the last pages of each issue of RCMW, but no longer.

 We have another website, DigitekBooks which
contained the same magazine collections that were
listed on the back pages of RCMW.

 But now DigitekBooks contains a LOT more and
is growing weekly with the addition of more magazine
collections, books and even movies.  And not just
model airplane publications, Digitek also includes a
growing collection of aircraft engineering, homebuilt
airplane, machine shop, foundry, tool & die making and
a wide variety of technical books.

 Not only that, but you can also find adventure
books and stories about flying and other topics, the
result of a lifetime of collecting.

 Click on the blue link at the top of this page and
give it a try.  You will like it.

 Here’s a screen shot showing some of our regular offer-
ings and a few of the many recently added books to the collections
on DigitekBooks.   Now you can get the complete set of the
familiar orange books by Frank Zaic on our custom USB Flash
Drives.  And look at the prices !!  Better yet, go to the website and
scroll around a bit.  We’re sure you will find something that you
will like.
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COMPLETE COLLECTION
ALL 295 ISSUES

$75.00

DONATED BY AUTHOR
$4.00 WITH PERMISSION

OF THE AUTHOR
$6.00

DIGITIZED FROM A HARD
TO FIND ORIGINAL

DONATED BY
TOM RYAN

$4.00ALL ISSUES FROM #1
THROUGH DEC 63

$50.00

ALL FROM VOL 1 # 1
THROUGH DEC 1942

161 ISSUES
$50.00

http://www.digitekbooks.com
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